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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a longitudinal Model Cities

Project at Baltimore, the objective of which, was to determine the
effectiveness of the process of rehabilitation of handicapped persons
residing in the ModelCities area when vocational rehabilitation (VR)
counselors assisted by rehabilitation aides were located within such
area. The research design consisted of prodess evaluation and product
evaluation. The process evaluation involved a two-part questionnaire
And self-rating scale designed for use by the project counselors and
aides. Statuses 00 (Referral), 10 (Plan Development), and 26 (Closed
Rehabilitation) were selected for product evaluation based on the
Caseloads. Results of the questionnaire show the following: (1) aides
are productive and their positions should be legally established and
expanded; (2) aided' roles should be clearly delineated; (3)

structured programs should be developed for their training and
upgrading; and (4) they should have job security to improve their
morale. Product evaluation shows that while aides require specific
training in casefinding methods and in developing referral sources,
they do render valuable help in many areas. The overall evaluation
indicates that the project has succeeded to a degree in demonstrating
an effective way of rehabilitating disabled residents of a large
metropolitan city. (RWP)
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The Model Cities Project at Baltimore was a three-year study, begin-

ning November 1969 and ending October 1972. The purpose of this project was

to demonstrate a feasible way of rehabilitating, by successful placement on

jobs, the handicawed persons living in poverty-stricken areas of the inner -

city of Baltimore. Essential in this endeavor were the followings (1) partial

decentralization of the large vocational rehabilitation distriot office

serving metropolitan Baltimore, (2) use of paraprofessional personnel

(rehabilitation aides) as adjuncts to counselors, and (3) implementation of

a training program for rehabilitation aides.
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The primary consideration for decentralization of the district office

was that,,by locating VR counselors and services within the clients' neighbor-

hoods, contacts could be made with the olients frequently according to their

needs. Basic to the prinoiple of providing rehabilitation aides as adjuncts

to counselors, is the belief that in the matter of the client-counselor

relationship the indigenous aide can establish rapport better than the VR

counselor. Then, too, a prime factor identified as an obstacle to prompt

delivery of rehabilitation services to many disabled persons residing in the

inner -city neighborhoods is paucity of staff. Therefore, the employment of

indigenous aides was designed to accomplish three goals: (1) to make the VR

process more acceptable to the client, (2) to decrease tho number and length

of time lags between services for a particular client, and (3) to ,rovide

VR services to a greater number of eligible clients than had been previously

possible.

The indigenous counselor aides offer a unique opportunity for rehabilita-

tion agencies to begin work with the disadvantaged inner-city residents. It

seems that their use could effectively bridge the gap between the professional

and the client from the ghetto. Grosser (1968) desoribeb the indigenous

nonprofessional as "having mutual interests and common causes with program

participants; moreover, he is able to communicate freely because, like them,

he is poor, resides in the neighborhood and shares minority group status,

common background and language."

With the help of the aide who can perform many of the noncounseling

aotivities, the counselor can perfeot his counseling skills and can approach

the client's problems in &:i)th. By using an aide, the counselor is able to

concentrate fully on what his job title calls for, counselinT. Indeedt the



American Personnel and Guidance Association (1967) and the Amerioan Rehabili-

tation Counseling Association (1968) while suggesting a more restrictive role

for subprofessiolial personnel (olerioal duties, job development duties,

administration and scoring of aptitude tests) appear to recognize the poten-

tial value of aides.

In reference to the vocational rehabilitation manpower problem,

Patterson (1966) observed that counselors were being asked to perform duties

which were not theirs. He stated that the answer to this problem was to deve-

lop "subprofessions." Aside from allowing counselors more time to do counsal-

ing, some research studies have found that support personnel flnotioning both

independently and under the direction of professional counselors can produce

positive results with the olients which may at times be better than results

attained by professional counselors (Truax & Lister, 1970).

The Economic) Development Aot of 1954, and the Manpower Development and

Traning Act of 1962 stressed the development of the community. resources in

the ghetto with looal participation through Community Action Agenoy programs.

More recently, it has been the Model Cities programs which have been established

to revitalize the deteriorating inner oities.

In a 1970 inquiry conducted by the National Rehabilitation Assooiation,

only 35 state vocational rehabilitation agenoies, out of 88 contaoted, indicated

that they were using or experimenting with the use of paraprofessional personnel

(Baker, 1972). Thus, despite some attempts to move away from the traditional

methods of delivering services, the majority of vooatiOnal rehabilitation

agenoies have been reluotant to hire counselor aides-or to deoentralize their

large metropolitan offices,
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Research Prootheeet
4.

The speoifio objective of the projeot was to determine the effectiveness

of the prOCetis of rehabilitation of handicapped persons residing in the Model

Cities area, when VR counselors assisted by rehabilitation aides were located

within such area. The research hypotheses basic) to the project were the

following:

1.' Handicapped disadvantaged residents of the Model Cities
area of Baltimore city can more effectively be served by
the assignment of rehabilitation counselors to work in
the Model Cities area.

2. Rehabilitation aides are helpful in providing services to
handicapped disadvantaged residents of the Model Cities
area,

The alternative hypotheses, which are the operational statements of the

research hypotheoes, were as follows:

When VR counselors are 104ated in the Model Cities area
and assisted by r4habilitatiOn 44104 tbey are able to
deal with larger caseloads at different phases of the
rehabilitation prceeee* Referral (Statu400)Plan
Developthent (Statue 10) and Closed Rehabilitation
(Status 26) than that handled by the counselors without
aides, and also the mean amount of time spent by the
former in reaching Closed Rehabilitation (Status 26)
is loos than that taken by the latter.

Against the above alternative hypotheses, the following null hypotheses

were formulated for. teatintj

1. Thorp is no tigiiifioant difference in the caseloads at
Referral (Statut_00) cif-the VRIounsolore with aides and

= the \TR counselors mirth* 000.

There is nc OignifiOnt'4iffOrinWe'il04#04001-.0A0
046-Ces6W 141.. Wiq0 et440!
ofilsoiO4 41th-440401.0' ooiiggiit00.-41$0
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3. There is no eignifioant difference in the caseloads
attaining Closed Rehabilitation (Status 26) with the
VR counselors assisted by aides and the VR counselors
without aides.

There is no signifioant difference in the mean amount of
time spent from Referral (Status 00) to Closed Rehabilita-
tion (Status 26) per 'client for the VR counselors with
aideti and the VR counselors without aides.

Method

The research design consisted of two parts: process evaluation and

product evaluation. The proceat evaluatiOn provided a structure for periodic

review and evaluation of the project's progress. A two-part questionnaire

was developed for t44.0 purpose. It was a self- rating scale designed for use

by the project counselors and aides in estimating their own effectiNsnosa and

time involvement in. the differentphaPPBOf the rehabilitation process.

Statuses 00, 10, and 26 were selected for product evaluation based on

the caseloads, as these are considered important checkpoints in the rehabili-

tation system. The flow chart presented in Figure 1 explains the system in

a meaningful way.

Samples

Insert Figure 1 about here

The counselor turnover posed a thorny problem for this projeot. Indeed,

to precisely indentirt the effect of contribution made by a particular coun-.

selor to a olient's attainment of a particUlar status level was an impossible

task.' This was especially` true when the'statum was attained with 'the atisist-

etc° of-two -or morecounsplors. For -these =reasons the initial VR counselor



and his replacements at a particular location were defined as a station. In

this project the number of clients attaining a partioular statas was reported

by station. 'The caseloads at different status levels in respect of a VR

counselor station provided an index of performance of that station.

Eight VR counselor stations were set up within or in the vicinity of

the Model Cities area. Pour of the stations were randomly selected as the

experimental group with a VR counselor and a rehabilitation aide assigned to

each. The remaining four stations constituted the control group, and were

each manned by a VR counselor without any aide.

The biographical data of the rehabilitation aides selected for the

project are presented in Table 1. The VR counselors mut the minimum academic

requirements established by Maryland Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

(MDVR). This meant that all VR counselors had at least a bachelor's degree.

Insert Table 1 about here

As m 4oned earlier, the deoision to analyze data about a VR counselor

station rather than an individual VR counselor was made to circumvent the

probl m of the counselor turnover. Fortunately, there was no attrition among

the /rehabilitation aides. An account of the counselor turnover by VR coun-

selor stations is given in Table 2.

Insert ,Tabie abciit- he*;



Statistical Analysis

AS indioated in the null hypotheses, the caseloads at Referral, Plan

DevelOpment, and Closed Rehabilitation and the mean amount of time required

per Closed Rehabilitation provided the basic data for evaluating the Signifi-

cance of differences between the two independent samples - the experimental and

the control groups. The Mann Whitney U Test (Siegel, 1956) was used to test

these null hypotheses. This non-parametric test was selected beoauSet (a) it

is a powerful statistical technique, (b) the conditions of parametric tests

(e.g., the assumptions of normality of distribution, homoscedastioity) could

not be met, and (0) the sample sizes were very small. An alpha level of 45

was used in determining the Significance of the test results.

ResultS

The Model Cities Project produced two different sets of data. One set

of data related to the responses to the two-part questionnaire administered to

the VR counselors and the rehabilitation aides. These responses on the per-

ceived roles of the counselors ana aides are analyzed and presented below.

1. The overwhelming consensus was that the position of
aides was a productive and praotical one and should
be legally established and expanded for use in the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

2. indicated the need for more structure or clarifi-
cation of the speoifio roles the aides should have.

3. Others were satisfied with the broad flexibility and
generality of the aide's role, beoause it was thus'
possible to define a partioUlaraidelo tolein-terma
ofh4e/her-abilities.-_

indicated-that WAtion Anct-quallt$ of perform-
ance 1)0,01hiine0a by ser0030-0#14111 6011614040
'04144:41doprieit-iit1eefOrupgrOintiho-poiii40-
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5. Some felt that aides were to frequently used for routine
errands and too rarely used for oasefinding and interviewing.

6. Above all, the need for job security -was indicated.

7. Bringing speakers or holding workshops for counselors
was considered helpful, if the stress was on techniques
of counseling and guiding aides toward professional-
vooatiOnal upgrading.

The other set of data related to the caseloads at different phases of

the rehabilitation process and the mean time required per Successful Closure,

representing the performance scores of the experimental and contra groups.

These data are presented in Table 3, and the results of the Mann-Whitney U

Test evaluating the differences between the two groups are shown in Table 4

below.

1,11=,
Insert Table 3 about here'

mmr,mm.

Insert Table 4 about here

Table 14 indicates a significant difference in the caseloads at Plan

-Development handled by the experimental and the control groupp,.justifying

thereby the rejection of the null hypothesis formulated in this behalf at

the .05 level of signifioance. The same position does not, however, hold

good in re to the-other-three r011 hypotheses. 1n other words, the data

do', ot give evidence which mar justify rejeoting_the-hull hypotheses re ins

theicaleload9-4tIeferial and-Mooed-Rehabilitation, 404 the mean3ime-oon.T.

=sumed--per dieted 4ehabi1it'atiOn.



Disoutisiona.and'Oonolusione

The results of this demonStration project brought out two different

nsPeete of assessment of the effectiveneas ofparaprOfessionala eMployed

rehabilitation aidea in the programs for rehabilitation of the disadvantaged/

disabled residents of the Model Cities area. The two part questionnaire

elicited responses from he VR counselors and aideflabout their.efficaoy in

the rehabilitation prooesSi. The salient Pointe which emerged on an analysis:

of these responses are as follows!

1. Aides are productive and their positions should be,
legally established and expanded in the INR.

2. Their roles should be delineated.

3. Struot.red programs should be developed for their
their training and upgrading.

L. They should have job security to improve their morale.

The basio finding of t!iis subjective` evaluation relates to the consensus

:on the prentioal utility of the services rendered by the rehabilitation aides.

The s stions enumerated above following this finding are cognate recommend--

atiOns to boost the efficacy of the aides.
.

The purpose of the statistioal analysis was to evaluate the effeotiveness

of the project in terms of quantitative measurement of the rehabilitation

products, aM thus to determine the validity of the self-appraisal by the

project participants. The significant difference (p = .05) found between

the oaseloado at Mb-Development attained, by the experimental and the Contra

groups 0 fats t4t-the rehabilitation -aides provideciprdtetive-services

,between'the-Stagen-of Referratend-Plah7,DOelopment. in-othetwordo; they--

v6aa61,04-italt*-6 with the selection 'and'

=
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preliminary investigation of the clients to their rehabilitation diagnosis

leading to the determination of eligibility. Perhaps, the aides' best assets

for success in this phase of the rehabilitation process were their cultural

identity, rapport, and ability to communicate wich the oliants from the

ghetto areas.

In regard to the caseloads at Referral, the experimental and the control

groups:did not, however, exhibit any statistically significant difference

(p = .17). This suggests that the rehabilitation aides were not trained in

the casefinding methods and in developing referral sources. It is in these

areas that they require specific training.

The difference in the oaseloads at Closed Rehabilitation and the dif-

ference in the mean time spent to reach such Closure from the stage of

Referral, which are interdependent, tend to approach significance (p = .10).

This indicates that the contributions of the aides might have influenced the

entire rehabilitation process after Referral. This further suggests that

with some training in the concepts about the handicapped the aideL may be

able to render supplemental help to the counselors in the provision of

services, and in the placement and followup process for the olients.

The overall evaluation indicates that the project has succeeded to

degree in demonstrating an effective way of rehabilitating disabled resi-

dents of impoverished areas of a large metropolitan city. More specifically,

the project has demonstrated this feasibility through the successful

mentation Of the:bagio-essentiale assumed for the projectC(1) dispersion of

VR counaelorystationSin the Nrcd0.-Oities arcao and (2).proiriolon::of para.

pref+06iOnal personnel rehabilitation -aidai-at t4iie stations. Encouraged

10
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b the results of this pilot study, MDVR has expanded rehabilitation serviow

to the handicapped poor and disadvantaged residents of Baltimore city with the

supportive cervices of paraprofessionals.
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TABLE 1

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OP REHABILITATION AIDES

Rehabilitation
Aides Sex

Education
Background

Previous-
EmOloyment

A 50 Completed
11th evade

26 Completed 1 year
at Baltimore
Community College

Dietary aide at
Sheppard Pratt

None

. 0 M 3l CoMpleted 40.-0)0..110d
10th grade ,-gOder at

Artierjoap Staildard
Compaq

23 Completed Truckdriver_
llth grade

111../...i...10.11111110...111



TABLE 2

COUNSELOR TURNOVER BY VR COWELOR STATIONS

VR Counselor
Stations

10101111..1111.1.010..~.4.011.0.1me

erimental Stations

E
2

F3

Control Stations

01

VR Counselors Months Served
on Frojeot

E

P (Replacement)

0*

H
*

36

21.

15

36

17

(Replacement) 19

K

L (Replacement)

N (Replacement)

0

P (Replacement 1)

Q (Replacement 2)

R

S'(ifieOlactmen0)

(RsO1acement'2)

11

25

4

32

6

3

27

5

26
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'POLE 3

00MIARISON OP EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

ON OASELOADS AND TIME POR

CLOSED RERABILITATTON

Vit Counselor No, of Mos.

in Project Referral
No. at

Etterimental
Stations

Ei

ri
Staticinq

01

02

3

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

3 6

No. at No., at

Plan Development- Closed
114011-
tatiOn

_ (Statue 26)(Status 00) (Status 10)

.........=a1141110.11*11111.4.1.110.11......1.

Retlui ted -1;

01.0,00='
Rebakilitgqi-On;

(Stitu0 0-

705

Total 1,501

-536 185 0,19

"370 109 0.33

P32 38 0,95

319 95 0.38

oh57

4
1427



TABLE 14

RPZDLTS OP MANN- WHITNEY U TEST
EVALUATING DIFFFIENOES
BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
AND CONTROL GROUPS

.0 Kw... ft

Referral Plan Development Closed Rehabilitation Mean Time per
Olo8ed.Rehabili4
tation

(Statue 00) (Statue 10). (Statile 26) (Status 26)

U =

p= .17

U== 2

p = .05

U= 3

p = .10

tr

p 40


